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Abstract

During the transformation period of the Ottoman Empire leading to the Republic of

Turkey, many conflicts took place between 1918 and 1923. These conflicts interrupted

the servicing of the Ottoman war bond. The reimbursement likelihood of this bond was

related to the outcomes of First World War and the hostilities. This paper analyses the

impacts of First World War and hostilities on the risk assessments regarding the

Ottoman war debt, using manually collected data on the price of the Ottoman war bond

traded at the İstanbul bourse between 1918 and 1925. The empirical results imply that

the defeat of the Bulgarian army and the peace offer of Austria-Hungary were

associated with the increasing premium demanded by investors of the bond. The

victories of the Turkish National Movement and the peace offer of the Allies to end the

hostilities by 1922 positively affected the likelihood of the servicing of the debt.

 Keywords: First World War Ottoman war bond İstanbul bourse Republic of Turkey Structural breaks
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